Abstract-Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) have widely been accepted as the standard way of building large-scale, heterogeneous enterprise IT systems. In this paper, we explore the current limitations of testing contemporary SOAs, which are typically assemblies of various components, including services, message buses, business processes, and support components. We argue that, currently, SOA testing is too much concerned with testing single services or business processes, while there is little scientific literature on holistic testing of contemporary SOAs that includes all critical components and their mutual dependencies and interactions. In this paper, we detail the architecture of contemporary SOA, thoroughly assess the current state of research in respect of their testing, and introduce the notion of SOA criticality metrics as indicators for an individual component's criticality for the SOA as a whole. We enumerate an initial metric set for various component types and interactions, as well as discuss how these metrics can be used for testing contemporary SOA.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the principles of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) have been receiving high attention, and are nowadays widely accepted in the software industry [1] , [2] . The reasons for this trend origin in the advantages that SOAs offer with respect to communication interoperability, reusability and compatibility of services, as well as loose coupling between clients and servers. The evolution of SOAs entailed a variety of novel SOA-based technologies, including selfhealing SOA systems [3] , service runtime environments [4] , enterprise service buses (ESBs) [5] and cloud computing [6] .
However, one consequence of the fast evolution of SOAs is that the complexity of corresponding systems has been increasing steadily. Nowadays, SOA-based systems consist of more than just services and consumers. Instead, they comprise a multitude of Web services, registries, aggregators, mediators, message buses, monitoring and governance systems, and other components. Such SOAs are often referred to as contemporary SOAs [1] . The inherent complexity of contemporary SOAs result in a rather high error-proneness of corresponding systems.
While there is a large body of work assisting engineers with testing single services (e.g., [7] , [8] , [9] ) or single business processes (e.g., [10] , [11] , [12] ), we argue that, so far, the scientific community has failed to deliver adequate models to test contemporary SOAs in its entirety, both with regard to functional aspects, as well as with regard to non-functional system properties. In Figure I , we give a high-level conceptual overview over the general field of SOA testing. This testing process underpins our work in the Audit 4 SOAs project 1 , and also forms the basis of this paper. Essentially, SOA testing comprises design-time and runtime aspects. At design-time, models of the entire SOA (including services, compositions, message buses, mediators, etc.) need to be developed and validated. This requires a deep understanding of the SOA under test regarding which components are more error-prone, complex and critical than others, as well as with regard to how these components interact and depend on each other. For instance, consider a business process that uses a given service. Obviously, the correct functioning of the business process depends upon the functioning of this service. Furthermore, both process and service depend on the availability and correct operation of the message bus. Such dependencies need to be made explicit and have to be taken into account when designing test cases. In general, the principle of the weakest element in the chain applies, i.e., overtesting, for instance, the business processes does not improve the stability of the system in total, if the underlying components are not sufficiently covered. Similarly, overtesting a service that is hardly used in the core processes of the SOA instead of a more critical one is also hardly optimal.
At runtime, previously defined test suites are executed using a test bed, which is an abstraction and staging environment for the real SOA. The results of these test runs are analyzed, and, if necessary, more discriminating test cases are designed. Oftentimes, this will also mean extending the test bed, i.e., taking more components into account. For implementing test beds, tools such as Genesis2 [13] can be used.
In this paper, we focus on the aspect of how to identify the most critical components in a contemporary SOA, and how to make explicit the dependencies between those components. We argue that this is required to steer the testing of contemporary SOAs, as well as to support the definition of useful testbeds (i.e., to build a useful staging environment, one first needs to identify the most critical components that need to be modelled). To this end, we propose to adopt complexity metrics [14] from the software engineering domain, in order to capture component dependencies and identify critical components that have to be tested with particular care. We refer to these metrics as criticality metrics. In this paper, we give an initial overview over some important criticality metrics (some of which are adapted from the current state of research), and showcase their relevance for, as well as integration with, SOA testing.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we explain the concept of contemporary SOAs in detail, and thoroughly discuss the current state of research with regard to testing contemporary SOAs. Arguing about their relevance and impact, we then introduce in Section III criticality metrics for SOA and give an initial set of SOA metrics useful for building suitable SOA testing strategies. Afterwards, we sketch how criticality metrics can be used to steer the concrete SOA testing in Section IV. Finally, Section V ends the paper with concluding remarks, and a brief outlook on open issues and future work.
II. STATE OF RESEARCH IN CONTEMPORARY SOA TESTING
Early publications on service-oriented computing assumed that, in principle, SOAs orchestrate three role models: services, consumers, and one logical service registry that decouples consumers and services [15] (see Figure 2) .
However, as indicated in Section I, as well as, for instance, in [2] , today's service-based systems have come a long way from the simple publish-find-bind triangle assumed in the early days of SOA [15] . Nowadays, contemporary SOAs are an amalgam of services, business processes, message buses, service registries, mediators, aggregators, and service monitors. This more complex view on SOA is sketched in Figure 3 , and is often referred to as the contemporary SOA model.
In current literature, software testing is already a relatively well-covered research field [16] , [17] . However, most research papers still mostly consider a world resembling Figure 2 , where services are operating in isolation, and interactions between clients and services are point-to-point.
A. Testing Contemporary SOA Components
In the following, we iterate over the components of contemporary SOAs, as sketched in Figure 3 , and discuss the current state of research regarding their testing.
Services: are the fundamental building blocks of SOAs. They are self-contained, reusable components that provide some domain functionality over a standardized interface [1] . Existing research deals with testing atomic services for robustness [8] , conformance to a model [18] , reliability [19] , or generating test data used in service unit tests [20] . Among all the SOA components, services are certainly the ones whose testing is understood best today.
Business Processes: provide higher-level functionality as compositions of services [21] . Large enterprises typically make use of dozens, or even hundreds, of separate business processes. However, not all processes are equally important to the functioning of the enterprise. While operational processes are often mission-critical, some support and management processes are of more optional nature (and, hence, temporary failures in those processes are often preferred to failures in operational processes). Further, as show in Figure 3 , business processes themselves often provide a service in the SOA, leading to complex, multi-level composition scenarios. The sum of all services and processes is often referred to as the process landscape of an enterprise. Testing of single business processes in isolation is well covered in today's scientific literature. This can take the form of generating test data for processes [22] , BPEL conformance testing [11] , composition [10] , unit testing for BPEL [23] , or data and flow coverage testing [12] . However, currently, there is little discussion regarding testing entire process landscapes as a whole.
Message Buses: have proven to be the invaluable glue that brings independent and heterogeneous services and processes together [5] . Buses provide message routing between services (decoupling consumers and services referentially as well as temporally), and, to some degree, message transformation that resolves interface and data differences between services (even though this task is often delegated to dedicated mediators, as discussed below). However, message buses are typically not, or not entirely, off-the-shelf components. For most contemporary SOAs, customizations and adaptations of off-the-shelf ESB products (such as, for instance, the open source product Apache ServiceMix 2 ) are necessary. Hence, taking the bus into account during testing seems essential, as those custom deployments cannot be assumed to be error-free, especially in conjunction with the specific services, mediators and processes used. However, again, while there is some work on testing message buses in isolation (e.g., [24] ), little research exists on testing the interplay between message buses and other components of contemporary SOAs.
Service Registries: are the only components in the "original" SOA model that have, in fact, failed to take off to the extent originally envisioned. Even today, services are rarely discovered dynamically, and connections between consumers and services are typically static. Still, service registries are oftentimes part of enterprise SOAs, either as part of the message bus [4] or as stand-alone applications. Interestingly enough, even though plenty of research exists on service registries and discovery (e.g., [25] , [4] , [26] , [27] ), very little work focuses on their testing, neither in isolation nor in conjunction with other SOA components.
Mediators: are the result of the observation, that, in spite of standardized interfaces and semantic Web services technology [28] , communication of services built by different departments or vendors is still difficult. Hence, mediators are often used to translate between different data formats and protocols [29] , [30] . Evidently, this transformation is often technically complex and brittle. Still, very few testing approaches for mediators are currently available in the literature.
Aggregators: are used to combine different services outside of the message bus. Aggregators typically appear as a single service to the bus, as well as to users of the service, and are sometimes used in load balancing or integration scenarios. Note that aggregators are not the same as service compositions. For testing purposes, some of the same methods used to test atomic services can be re-used. However, there is little work on how to test aggregators in conjunction with message buses and business processes.
Service Monitors: (as well as other components related to service governance) are the last puzzle pieces we need to take into account when testing contemporary SOAs. Unlike all other components discussed so far, service monitors are typically not critical to the correct basic functioning of the SOA (i.e., an outage of a service monitor does not necessarily mean the unavailability of any core business processes). However, today, business activity monitoring [31] has become such an essential tool for process owners and business analysts that an extended unavailability of service monitors is typically equally unacceptable as the unavailability of core processes. Hence, service monitors also need to be part of a contemporary SOA testing strategy. Indeed, one large research thread considered by the community covers the testing of services with respect to their non-functional properties (typically referred to as Quality-of-Service, QoS). QoS testing comprises either passive monitoring of service performance [32] , or active testing (for instance, using test invocations [33] ). One paradigm that has lately been gaining traction for monitoring non-functional properties is the concept of event-based monitoring [34] . Event-based monitoring is a special case of passive testing, where data is extracted from low-level information by means of complex event processing techniques [35] . In earlier research, we used event-based monitoring in the context of business processes [36] and for applications deployed to the cloud [37] , as well as for quality prediction in service compositions [38] .
B. The Dark Side of SOA Testing
Generalizing, the inherent assumptions of existing SOA testing research are still rather limiting. Typically, the system under test is one single service or business process, along with the services used by this process. However, business processes and service-based applications in a contemporary SOA do not operate in a vacuum, and thus should not be tested in such artificial and barren environments. We refer to this as the dark (as in, the currently unexplored) side of SOA testing.
One approach to deal with the dark side of SOA testing is to take more and more components into account when designing tests. Ultimately, this leads to complex test environments (testbeds), where not only services and interactions are modelled, but entire environments and the various cross-references. Research regarding tools suitable for this task is currently at square one, with few notable exceptions (e.g., Genesis2 [13] or PUPPET [39] ). However, using these tools to build actually useful testbeds that cover the most important properties of the SOA under test, is not trivial. In this paper, we introduce criticality metrics as heuristics to reflect the criticality of various components of the entire SOA, as well as capture interdependencies between components in a contemporary SOA. These simple metrics give us estimations for both, how error-prone and how important any given component is for the functioning of the system. We identify different criticality metrics for different types of components. Please note that the metrics we present here are not exhaustive. Thus, they are a mere starting point for future research.
III. CRITICALITY METRICS FOR SOA TESTING
The metrics we consider in this paper were inspired by metrics used in the software engineering domain to measure the complexity of computer programs [40] . The cyclomatic complexity, for instance, is defined via the amount of choices and cycles inside a program, where these choices and cycles correspond to conditionals and loops at programming language level. Accordingly, programs with high condition and loop counts suffer from a rather high cyclomatic complexity. The original claim in [40] was then that such program modules with a high cyclomatic complexity are error-prone, and thus should either be refactored or thoroughly tested.
Existing research [14] has already proposed a number of analogous complexity metrics for SOAs, including metrics such as the number of services, the number of versions per service, and the number of human tasks. However, these metrics do not aim at SOA testing. Much more, they are used to calculate aggregated complexity indices for the SOA in its entirety. Hence, in the following, we propose a set of metrics geared towards testing. We refer to those metrics as criticality metrics. It should be noted that, evidently, criticality metrics can only serve as heuristics aiming to objectively measure a component's actual criticality. For instance, it is indeed possible that metrics suggest a high criticality (and thus a higher risk level demanding for thorough testing) for a given business process, whereas, in practice, this process is so well-understood by domain experts that the actually associated risk level is much lower. Therefore, the intention of the metric model concept we propose is to serve as initial, sound, and objective fundament for reasoning about testingcritical components.
A. Introduction to Criticality Metrics
In general, each component in a contemporary SOA should be assigned one or more criticality metric value(s). Evidently, different metrics are used to capture the criticality of business processes, services, or service registries. Furthermore, the range of legal values is different for different metrics. Some example is given in Figure 4 depicting a rather simple business process. The process is assigned values for three metrics, i.e., the number of services used in the process (NOSP), the cyclomatic process complexity (CPC), and the process landscape categorization (PLC). Furthermore, the process is using a service (the billing service), which is evaluated with another metric (POCU, the percentage of core process usages). PLC is an ordinal metric, with possible values core and support.
B. Initial Multi-Level SOA Criticality Metric Set
In the following, we propose an initial set of multi-level SOA criticality metrics. We focus on metrics for measuring services and business processes, mostly because these components are currently best understood by the research community. Hence, they are very useful for illustrating our general idea.
We summarize our initial metric set in Table I . More detailed discussions for each metric can be found in the following.
1) Service-Level Criticality Metrics: On service level, various metrics can be used to estimate how critical a specific service is to the SOA in general. That is, as a first step, a tester needs to have a look at the service in isolation, in order to estimate the complexity that a specific service induces on its own. Two simple ordinal metrics capturing this aspect are (1) the service statefulness (SST), i.e., whether the service's operations can be used in any order or whether a specific protocol is assumed, and (2) the whether the service requires a mediator for connecting to the message bus (IMR). Typically, stateful services are vastly more error-prone than stateless ones (see also [14] ). Similarly, mediation is known to be complex and error-prone, hence, services that require mediation need to be tested with more care. Another relevant aspect considers the number of different service versions available (NOSV). This metric is motivated by the observation that real-life SOAs sometimes require multiple versions be kept online in parallel [41] , which is formally known to affect reusability and testability.
Given that the primary goal of SOA services is to be used in business processes, it is not sufficient to just consider the complexity or criticality of services in isolation. In addition, we also need to take into account how often a service is used in processes, and how critical those processes are (i.e., services that are often used in core processes require more thorough testing). In our initial metric set, we capture this aspect with three related metrics. Firstly, the number of process usages (NOPU) defined as the number of business processes that refer to a given service as WS-BPEL partner link. Secondly, and based on NOPU, we define POCU as the percentage of times a service is used in core processes. POCU is defined in Equation 1. In the equation, NOCU is the number of times a service is used in a core business process in the SOA's process landscape. Note that POCU is related to the "coupling between services" metric discussed in [42] . Here, we have decided to not include this specific metric, as we assume that services in a contemporary SOA are not directly invoking each other.
2) Process-Level Criticality Metrics: In order to capture the complexity and criticality of business processes, the most basic metric is to simply count the number of service invocations in the process (e.g., count the number of "Invoke" activities in a WS-BPEL process). We refer to this metric as NOAP, the number of service invocation activities in a process. NOAP is closely related to two further metrics, (1) the number of distinct services that a process interacts with (NOSP), and (2) the number of sub-processes that are invoked (NOPP). In WS-BPEL, NOAP reflects the number of partner links that are used by the process. In contrast, NOPP cannot be calculated directly from the process definition, as sub-processes are not identifiable from the partner links in standard WS-BPEL. However, in our experience, invocations of sub-processes are particularly important to testing, as they establish "part-of" relationships between processes in the process landscape. Hence, for processes with NOPP > 0, it becomes crucial to take also special care of the sub-processes during testing. Some sophisticated contemporary SOAs make use of the principle of dynamic binding [43] , i.e., they use a registry to find the most suitable concrete implementation of an abstract functionality at runtime, and invoke it dynamically using tools such as Daios [44] . In such SOAs, another important metric is NODAP, the number of dynamically bound service invocation activities in a process. Dynamic binding is inherently more complex and error-prone than static binding, and needs to be tested with care. One particularly tricky aspect of testing processes with NODAP ≥ 2 is that, in order to achieve full test coverage, all possible combinations of concrete services need to be tested together. However, for non-trivial NODAP values, this leads to combinatorial explosion. Hence, in earlier research [12] , we proposed heuristics on how to limit the problem space and still produce valid test results.
Moving on to more structure-related metrics, we adapt the original cyclomatic complexity metric as discussed before, in order to arrive at CPC, the cyclomatic process complexity of a WS-BPEL process defined in Equation 2. In this equation, e corresponds to the process' activity count (including all WS-BPEL activities, not only service invocations as in NOAP), n is the sum of all graphs in the process, and p is the count of the single control flow graphs.
An important aspect of a business process' complexity is not captured by CPC; the complexity of its message exchange pattern (MEP). Essentially, a MEP defines the message protocol required to correctly interact with the process. Some example MEPs for real-life processes are given in Figure 5 . The simplest MEP is in-only. Such processes are started via an input message from the message bus, and do not write any answer back to the bus. Similarly well-understood are in-out MEPs, which are again started via an input message from the bus, and which write their result back to the bus using a single message. However, in addition to these simple MEPs, many processes use more complicated protocols, mixing various input and output messages, e.g., in-multipleOut. It goes without saying that such processes are inherently more complex, and, hence, require more testing.
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Message Bus in-only in-out in-multipleOut To the best of our knowledge, the current state of research has not yet identified a suitable metric for measuring the complexity of process MEPs. Hence, as a starting point, we propose the metric CMEP defined in Equation 3. Here, |m i | is the number of input messages that the process receives, and |m o | is the number of output messages it produces. In practice, CMEP can easily be calculated for WS-BPEL processes by counting the number of "Receive" and "Reply" activities in the process definition file. One thing to keep in mind with CMEP is that there is usually a significant increase of complexity between CMEP = 2 and CMEP = 3. The reason for this is that for CMEP ≥ 3, issues of asynchrony and WS-BPEL message correlation can manifest themselves, especially if |m i | ≥ 1 (that is, if there is at least one non-initial "Receive" activity in the WS-BPEL definition).
Finally, there is one additional metric that has a tremendous impact on the criticality of business process, the process landscape categorization (PLC). This metric measures whether the process is a core process in the SOA's process landscape, or whether it's a support or management process. This metric is ordinal and can have one of two values (core or support). We do not distinguish between support and management processes here. Typically, core processes require significantly more thorough testing, as their outage is less acceptable than the temporary unavailability of support processes.
3) Other Metrics: As discussed in detail in Section II, contemporary SOAs do not only consist of services and processes. Hence, we also introduce some metrics to measure the complexity and importance of service registries. Typically, registries in a contemporary SOA serve two purposes. Firstly, they are often used as repository of enterprise services, which is used by engineers at design-time to find existing services. In this case, the registry is not a core component of the running SOA. That is, short-time outages of a registry can typically be tolerated, as they have no negative bearing on the running processes. However, long-time outages are typically unacceptable, as they would hamper the ongoing development and improvement of processes. A most simple metric to measure the criticality of a registry in this respect, is the number of registry users NRU, that is, the number of developers or teams that require the registry for their work. Note that not every developer that has ever accessed the registry is counted towards NRU. Instead, we only count users that use the registry with a certain regularity. Typically, this metric can be extracted rather easily from corresponding access logs. NRU = 0 means that the registry is not critical for anybody, hence, testing of this component can be executed on a best-effort basis.
However, if at least some services are invoked via dynamic binding, the involved service registry automatically becomes more critical. Naively, we can state that testing the service registry becomes the more important, the higher the percentage of dynamic bindings among all service invocations. We refer to this criticality metric as DIR, the dynamic invocation ratio, as defined in Equation 4. Here, P is the set of all processes in a SOA, and NODAP p and NOAP p are the corresponding NODAP and NOAP metric values for a given process p.
IV. DESIGNING SOA TEST SCENARIOS BASED ON CRITICALITY METRICS
Our discussion of criticality metrics for SOAs in the last section immediately raises the question of how to actually exploit them in testing. In particular, someone might be interested in using them for designing test suites that are well adapted to a given SOA-based system. In the course of answering this question, we first elaborate on the exploitation of metrics for testing in general. That is, within the testing community the use of coverage metrics and mutation scores for an evaluation but also a construction of effective test suites is well documented. In the case of SOAs [45] , for example, used path coverage for the purpose of test-case generation. Hence, a straight forward use of metrics would be to adapt the test-case generation methods and algorithms for SOA testing.
In contrast to coverage metrics or similar measures used for assessing the quality of a test suite, our criticality metrics introduced for SOAs do not provide any direct means for generating test cases. This stems from the fact that our criticality metrics aim at determining risk levels for a SOA component, i.e., the corresponding effects of a faulty component for the SOA as a whole. Hence, the objective of criticality metrics is to estimate risks in the architecture of a certain SOA-based system. In order to exploit these data for generating test cases, we have to combine criticality metrics with measures for testsuite quality. A promising way to achieve this is to introduce a function that provides certain test-suite quality requirements for given criticality metrics values.
For example, it is reasonable to assume that a faulty core service poses a severe threat to a SOA, resulting in a higher risk level for this service. In case of service S having a PLC value core, we should spend more efforts on its testing. This can be ensured by stating that a test suite for S has to satisfy a 100 % MC/DC coverage, or alternatively that the mutation score for S should be larger than 80 %. Beware, that we assume these figures vary. Most likely, in practice a combination of several coverage criteria is desirable. Moreover, alternative measures like using the category-partitioning method might be applied in case of the requirement for whitebox testing of services. Hence, a generally applicable method that is independent of the underlying SOA seems unlikely. As a consequence, we suggest to continuously improve the function (in its simplest form we assume a rule set from now on). That is, we start with a basic underlying rule set for mapping criticality metric data to test-suite quality criteria as used for test-case generation. Every time faults are detected (test cases fail), the rule set is evaluated and updated in order to integrate newly derived knowledge.
Concerning the desired learning effect, this continuous improvement process is likely to be individual to a certain SOA or even the company developing SOAs. Whether such a rule set can be generalized, or adapted to be used in different domains is an open research question. Moreover, within this process it is also important to impose additional constraints in respect of ressource limits (including testing time, budget etc.). If corresponding constraints are not defined, obviously the best and most likely most expensive testing method should be applied, i.e., testing all possible inputs, which is not feasible in practice.
In this paper we discuss SOA criticality metrics merely in a conceptual sense, and as suggested earlier, current research aims at extending our initial metric set. In the course of this work, an evaluation of the metrics themselves and corresponding amalgams will provide us with the necessary details to suggest actual strategies and implement a corresponding automatic or semi-automatic tool set for SOA testing. Unsaid so far, distinctive metrics might also suggest in which scope individual components or component subsets will have to be considered. That is, not every aspect will have to be considered in the general scope of system-wide run-time tests, so that the metrics will help also in deriving testing strategies that optimize testing efforts and thus allow to utilize defined budgets in an efficient manner.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, our goal was to motivate the necessity of an integrative, end-to-end testing of contemporary SOAs. We have shown that current research on SOA testing is too narrowly focussed on testing SOA components in isolation. In this work, we introduce SOA criticality metrics as a tool to steer the targeted and efficient testing of an SOA in its entirety, including services, business processes, mediators, aggregators and service registries. In order to provide a foundation for our discussion, we introduced an initial set of criticality metrics suitable for SOA, some of which are based on the results of related research. Furthermore, we illustrated how one can use this initial metric set to steer the testing of contemporary SOAs.
A. Future Research
As this paper only represents our first steps, there are of course a multitude of directions that require further research. Firstly, we need to extend and rework our initial criticality metric set. So far, we have been focusing mostly on metrics for services and business processes. In the future, we will extend this set with additional metrics for message buses, service registries, aggregators and service monitors. Additionally, the metrics we identified so far are mostly based on the study of related research and our own experience in building and testing SOAs. Hence, we will evaluate this metric set in the scope of real-life SOA, in order to assess whether these metrics actually provide the desired focus. Furthermore, while we gave an informal introduction in Section IV, we will elaborate on formalizing the process of testing SOAs by exploiting criticality metrics. Finally, we will continue our work on a semiautomated tool set that will simplify the calculation of diverse criticality metrics by parsing various artifacts, including WS-BPEL process definitions, WSDL contracts, message bus event logs and registry access logs.
